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JUST WAGES IN FIJI: lifting workers out of poverty 
Poverty has increased over the last twenty years in Fiji especially amongst wage 
earners, and more so amongst  workers not protected by unions. 
 Government has long recognized the need to protect the wages of such 
workers from the foibles of the “free markets”, by legally establishing Wages 
Councils which have been entrusted with the responsibility to ensure that the 
minimum wages of the workers concerned are periodically set at fair levels.  
 This comprehensive study, backed by data and records of Wages Council 
meetings, shows not only that the Wages Councils have by and large failed in their 
responsibilities, but why. 
 Real wages of  wage earners have suffered a long term decline over the last 
thirty five years, pushing larger and larger proportions of these workers below the 
Basic Need Poverty Line. 

This book explains the nature of the weaknesses in the Wages Councils 
operation: weaknesses in worker representation and advocacy; weaknesses in the 
support provided by the Ministry of Labour secretariats; and the ad hoc nature of 
the decision-making, and the regularly long delays before new Wages Regulation 
Orders were issued. 
 This book makes pragmatic but potentially very powerful recommendations 
for institutional changes to the Wages Councils mechanisms.   If accepted, they 
would make it easier for the government to protect and enhance the incomes and 
standards of living of a large group of unorganized workers. 
 The mechanisms recommended are also fair to employers, none of whom 
should be asked to pay unrealistically high wage increases which put them out of 
business.  
 This Report should be read by all who are interested in the issues regarding 
wages and  poverty, and the role of the State.  It is hoped that government, workers 
representatives, employers representatives, and religious and social welfare 
organizations will fully discuss this simply written report and its recommendations. 
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